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selves apart from the true religion of Israel.    To these we may
give the name of sects.
We may first of all mention the Essenes whose synagogue
has been said to be the true offspring of the Diaspora.1 By this
is meant that the Hellenism of the latter had penetrated the life
of the former. There can, in fact, be no doubt that Essenism
was a form of syncretism. Side by side with its attachment to
the Law, the sincerity of which is beyond suspicion, it rested
upon secret doctrines which occupied a large place in its inter-
ests.2 We cannot say for certain whence these teachings came,
nor even describe them exactly, but it is not too rash to suspect
that they were influenced, at least to some extent, by those
pseudo-Pythagorean speculations in which the pagan world was
steeped towards the time of the birth of Jesus. The question
has been raised whether the Essenes were conversant with the
ideas of astrological metaphysics. It may be so, since Josephus
speaks of them as awaiting the sunrise in an attitude of medi-
tation and invocation, and as addressing prayers to it in order
to hasten its appearance3; hence they may have regarded the
sun as a conscious cosmic power, which is one of the basic ideas
of the religion of the " rudiments." In short, the Essenes have
been regarded as pre-Christian gnostics.4 Their monastic life
was the life of Salvationists, that is to say, of men preoccupied
with the problem of salvation; their repugnance to sacrifices
suggests the Pythagorean doctrine of metempsychosis, or at
least the idea that the fallen essence is condemned to journey
through all the living forms of matter. All this, of course, is
far from anything which usually passes under the name of
Mosaism.
Nevertheless, these Essenes were Jews whose outward con-
formity to the Law was still sufficiently strict to disguise the
peculiarities which marked the rest of their religious life. More-
over, their home was Palestine, and their settlements did not
extend far beyond its borders.
With the Therapeutae we go a step farther.5 They too
passed for Jews, and doubtless believed themselves so to be,
but there was no longer anything distinctively Jewish in their
mode of life. It was confined within the walls of monasteries
of a kind built not far from Alexandria on the shores of Lake
Mareotis. The men lived there apart from the women, but
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